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Introduction 
 

 

The DOSIGRAV  blending principle is based on a very accurate, individual and simultaneous, 
weighing of small quantities of each component (micro lot). The input and output of the material 
from each individual weighing unit relies on proprietary special variable flow rate valves. This 
system is patented.  

Blending quality is not affected by variations in density, shape or compactness of materials and 
vibrations. The parts in contact with the material are easily removable, without requiring the 
need of any tool, for fast cleaning and material change. Its simple modular design allows the use 
of identical parts for all components, thus interchangeable. Furthermore, a very simple control 
panel that can be installed up to 20 meters from the blending unit makes the operation extremely 
easy and intuitive. 

The DOSIGRAV  system was designed to combine simple and robust mechanics, easy 
maintenance, high blending accuracy and easy operation. These objectives, usually difficult to 
achieve, were conciliated thanks to the blending philosophy and control system developed for 
the DOSIGRAV .  

Any automatic or manual raw material conveying system can easily integrate the DOSIGRAV . 
Especially in the case of automatic conveying systems, the DOSIGRAV  becomes indispensable 
to assure a high productivity and reliability of the industrial process, as the system does not need 
any human intervention to calibrate or check the operations. These functions are automatically 
done by a multiprocessor electronic control system and dedicated software.  

The total weights of all components are continuously stored and displayed. Should a maximum 
value was introduced, the blending process will stop and an alarm will be activated when this 
value is reached. A computer may be added to monitor and control the DOSIGRAV , as well as, 
to store every event and generate reports as desired. 

The DOSIGRAV  ensures for each component and accuracy higher than 0,5% for itself. This is 
an unsurpassed extreme accuracy. Please note here are considered relative values over each 
component and not, as usual, absolute values over the total blend weight. 

This manual is valid from software release v6.0c. 
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Safety and other dispositions 
 

 

All installation and assembly operations must be done by qualified personal after careful reading 
of this manual. 

All safety regulations as well as all other legal dispositions must be respected; any doubt must be 
clarified with the equipment producer (see contact in last page). 

Any intervention on the equipment should not be done without first assuring that the equipment 
is not connected to any power supply. 

The electrical voltages of the equipment can be dangerous or even deadly. The user/owner of the 
equipment will be responsible to assure that its installation follows all legal safety rules. 

The mechanical protections should always be in the right places and all the equipment should be 
kept clean of dust or humidity. 

This manual has been carefully elaborated. Our products are continuously improved and adapted 
to the needs of our clients. Therefore, characteristics can be changed without previous notice. 
Please contact IBE  for more information. 

To the manufacturer is reserved all intellectual properties rights. Any part of this manual cannot 
be reproduced or transmitted under any form without the written authorisation of the author. 

Security signalization 

  

ATTENTION! 

Electrical Hazard 
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1. Installation 

1.1. Verify supplied parts 

• 1 structure; 

• Inferior hoppers’ supports, as many as the components to be used; 

• Superior hoppers [larger], as many as the components to be used; 

• Inferior hoppers [smaller], as many as the components to be used; 

• Motors, twice as many as the components to be used; 

• 1 Proximity sensor (max. sensor); 

• 1 Interface (command rack); 

• 1 interface box; 

• 1 interface cable; 

• This user’s guide. 

1.2. Choosing an adequate place for the DOSIGRAV 

Pay special attention where the DOSIGRAV  will be placed. Please assure that this place is flat, 
stable and clean. 

Level the machine, adjusting its supports (four at the bottom). Should you use other to fix and 
level the equipment, please follow the following schematic: 
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Fig. 1 

Note 1: Keep in mind that the DOSIGRAV  is a precision weighing system. Therefore, 
vibrations, heat and dust can reduce the accuracy and accelerate the ageing of the equipment. 

Note 2: Also, bear in consideration that you need to plug the power cable and the interface cable. 
Place them in a place where they cannot be damaged. 

1.3. Installing the motors (rotating valves) 

These can be easily installed and uninstalled; just use the quick detaching springs. They can only 
be installed in one position; a guide pin indicates the correct assembly position. Please, do not 
force these motors in any circumstances! Should this installation be difficult, please carefully 
clean any remaining material portions and verify the cause without forcing the motors. 

F Attention: These valves must be handled with the utmost care to prevent any damage that may 
cause a future malfunctioning. 

F Attention: Forces of more than 15 kg (in any direction) may damage the load cells. Please 
handle these valves and weighing sets with the utmost care! 

1.4. Installing the inferior hoppers’ supports 

After the motors have been installed on the inferior hoppers’ supports, they can bee placed on 
top of the load cells, as shown: 
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Phase 1 Phase 2 
Fig. 2 

F Attention: Forces of more than 15 kg (in any direction) may damage the load cells. Please 
handle these valves and weighing sets with the utmost care! 

1.5. Installing the hoppers 

These are supplied in two sets, upper hoppers and inferior hoppers. The upper hoppers are 
supplied with a manual valve in its bottom; useful when it is necessary to remove the hopper 
while it still contains material in it. 

Close the fixation springs, thus preventing the hoppers to move or become loose. 

F Attention: Forces of more than 15 kg (in any direction) may damage the load cells. Please 
handle these valves and weighing sets with the utmost care! 

1.6. Positioning and connecting the command rack 

It is recommended to embed the interface in the control panel of your equipment and to screw it 
in the four corners. 

Please do not left the interface loose as it can be damaged! 
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F Attention: Do not connect any other equipment, but the command rack supplied, to the DN25 
connector! Connecting a printer or another equipment to this connector will result in the 
damage of the DOSIGRAV , the connected equipment or both. 

It is possible to extend the cable length up to 20 meters maximum. Use screened cables of 25 
leads (0.25 mm2 minimum). 

1.6.1. Connecting the power cable 

Please verify whether the 230VAC power source is exempt of electric pollution and/or transitory 
susceptible of causing a deficient functioning, or even the destruction of the equipment. The 
feeding tension must be within the 230VAC ±10% range. 

We recommend an independent feeding made from a low impedance supply with the adequate 
protections. 

F Attention: This equipment must conveniently grounded (electric mass). To reduce the electric 
shock hazard or the destruction of your equipment, as well as any possible malfunctioning, it is 
indispensable to guarantee an adequate grounding. Please also verify that all earth installation 
in your plant is in good condition and that the value of the earth electrodes resistance does not 
exceed the permissible maximum value. 
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2. Electrical Installation 

2.1. Supply voltage 

The supply voltage must be 230VAC (± 10%), 50/60Hz. 

The phase, neutral and ground connections must respect the adequate polarization.  

A T1A type fuse protects the equipment. This fuse is accessible in the supply outlet, located in 
the structure. 

 
Fig. 3 

To prevent a possible malfunction of all electronics, stable power without disturbances must be 
supplied to the DOSIGRAV . The power must be supplied from a low impedance supply and 
never from a command circuit. 

An adequate earth connection is indispensable, not just for security reasons, but also for 
filtering eventual electrical noise in the net and respective conformity to the effective. 

2.2. Electrical noise 

Even though all precautions being taken in filtering all abnormalities in the power supply, it is 
not possible to eliminate all, especially those of inductive origin or from electrical motors 
commands. 
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Therefore, it is very important that the 230VAC power supply is clear of any abnormality and 
harmonic pollution. For this matter an autonomous power supply should be installed based on a 
guaranteed quality point. 

If this is not enough, an exterior filter of adequate performance should be used. These filters are 
easily available in local stores. 

These precautions must also be used when powering informatic or telephonic systems in an 
industrial environment. 

2.3. Earth 

For safety reasons, it is indispensable to guarantee a good earthing of all metallic parts, in 
particular, those that might be in contact with a human being.  

In an industrial environment, especially when static electricity is produced, the earthing still 
serves to unload this static, thus protecting the electronic components, which are very sensible to 
the eventual discharges.  

In the case of the DOSIGRAV , particular attention must be given to the earthing of the supply, 
the structure and the hopper where the capacitive maximum level sensor is to be connected.  

All legal dispositions must imperatively be respected. 

2.4. Wiring connections 

Having always in mind our clients’ commodity and to better introduce the DOSIGRAV  in the 
various industrial environments, we have developed some wiring connections, which are shown 
in the following schematics: 

Alarm socket (X3.14): in this socket three relay contacts are available, which is set off whenever 
an alarm is activated. This way, the DOSIGRAV  may be connected to an alarm or even to a 
general alarm system. This socket is a female AMP type with 3 terminals, which is duly 
supplied. Herewith is shown one of the several possible wiring schemes: 
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[GREEN] 

[RED] 

[BLUE] 

NA – Usually open contact 
NF – Usually closed contact 
CM – Common contact  
V1 - Light device supply 
GND1 – Ground regarding V1  

Fig. 4 

Maximum capacitive sensor socket (X1.10) and Minimum capacitive sensor socket (X1.11): 
these two sockets are equal, as they are used to connect a capacitive sensor. In a general way, 
only the sensor that detects the maximum level within the recipient where the DOSIGRAV  
stores the mixed raw material is installed. Nevertheless, there is also the possibility of installing a 
minimum capacitive sensor in the same recipient. Both sockets are female AMP type with 3 
terminals. 

 

[Blue] 

[Black] 

[Brown] 

[White] 

Fig. 5 

 

General input and output socket (X1.12): this is an AMP type socket with 12 terminals, where 
just 9 of these are used. It is also possible to place in it a key to cancel the alarm signal, in an 
easier accessible place. If you choose this option, then you have to execute the following 
connections:  
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General 

input and 
output 
socket 

Cancel 
alarm 

Without connection 
Without connection 

 Input/Output 1 
 Input/Output 2 
 Input 

Male AMP type socket 

 

Fig. 6 
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3. Parameterization 

3.1. Parameterization mode and calibration 

The parameterization mode is used to adapt the DOSIGRAV , not just to your equipment but 
also to the operator specific needs. Furthermore, it is also used to calibrate the weighing system. 
This calibration it’s entirely made by software, avoiding any imprecision usually associated to 
any calibration made by hardware. 

3.1.1. How to enter into parameterization mode 

First, it’s necessary to unscrew the four corner screws located in the top of the command rack. 
Then remove its upper cover. 

In the back of the DOSIGRAV‘s front panel (control board), a small switch must be set into 
parameterization. Simply slide this switch up. 

To change from parameterization mode to normal mode of operation, just slide this switch down, 
setting the DOSIGRAV  in normal mode. 

3.1.2. Hexadecimal base 

A hexadecimal base is used in the parameterization mode. As known, this numerical base has 16 
digits (0 to 9 + A to F), instead of the 10 digits available in decimal base (Annex I). 

Usually any pocket calculator enables the conversion of any integer from one numerical base to 
the other. We strongly recommend the use of this procedure to avoid conversion errors. 

As soon as you change to parameterization mode, the LCD located on the front panel displays 
the value referring to the absolute weight (in machine units) of the loading cell, as well as the 
software version of the equipment. 

The units displayed are internal computer units. Even though these do not represent regular units, 
they are used to verify whether the weighing systems are correctly installed, for calibrating of 
weight and alarms, as explained further ahead. 

By pressing [OK] the first parameter will be displayed. If you press it again, the next parameter 
will be displayed and so on for the rest of the parameters. 

3.1.3. Calibration 

Upon setting the DOSIGRAV  in parameterization mode the LCD will display the absolute 
weight values (in machine units), for each installed component. The units displayed are internal 
computer units. 
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Although they do not represent usual units, these are used to verify if the weighing systems are 
correctly installed, for calibrating of weight and alarms, as explained further ahead. 

 XXXX YYYY ZZZZ  

 WWWW KKKK PPPP  

3.1.3.1. Load cell 

This calibration is usually executed in the factory and it doesn't need, therefore, to be altered. 

However, it can be necessary to execute it again, in case one or more of the following situations 
are verified: 

- load cell modification 

- CPU pcb modification 

- ADC pcb modification 

- decrease of the components precision, due to aging 

We recommended its execution at least once every two years.  

The procedure is very simple and it consists of some weight readings. 

K_PESO (AAAA BBBB 
CCCC DDDD EEEE 
FFFF GGGG HHHH) 

Weight calibration of each component. This parameter 
corresponds to the variation of weight in mg. by machine unit. 
Do not modify! 

Begin by entering in the parameterization mode.  

With the hopper supports completely free, read the value in the display (C). 

C (A) = 0CC3h 

C (B) = 0A01h 

C (C) = 14BEh 

C (D) = 16DEh 

Place the weight (PC) (previously weighed in a precision scale), in the hopper’s support. 

The weight should have about 5kg for the 15kg load cells and 2kg for the 5kg load cells. In this 
example we used a weight with 6404gr.. 

Read the value in the display (D). Remove the weight. 
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D (A) = 6528h 

D (B) = 62F9h 

D (C) = 6DFEh 

D (D) = 6F4Fh 

To calculate parameter KP, first pass the weights units to 0.1 mg: 

PC = 6404gr  ⇒  PC = 64040000mg  

The formula is the following: 

CD
PC

KP
−

=  

D-C has to be in decimal base. 

D-C (A) = 5865h ⇒  D-C (A) = 22629d 

D-C (B) = 58F8h ⇒  D-C (B) = 22776d 

D-C (C) = 5940h ⇒  D-C (C) = 22848d 

D-C (D) = 5871h ⇒  D-C (D) = 22641d 

This means that we obtain the following results, passing the obtained KP’s values (use the closer 
round value) to hexadecimal base: 

KP (A) = 2830d ⇒ KP (A) = 0B0Eh 

KP (B) = 2812d ⇒ KP (B) = 0AFCh 

KP (C) = 2803d ⇒ KP (C) = 0AF3h 

KP (D) = 2829d ⇒ KP (D) = 0B0Dh 

TARAMIN (AAAA BBBB 
CCCC DDDD EEEE FFFF 
GGGG HHHH) 

Minimum Tare of each component. In the beginning of each 
recipe, if the tare the value of each component it’s not 
superior to this value, the alarm of wrong tare is set. It means 
that the hopper, the mixing motor or both are not there. 
Do not modify! 

With the hoppers supports completely free, place the inferior hoppers correctly and without 
touching anything. 

Read the value in the display (A). 
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A (A) = 3908h 

A (B) = 3671h 

A (C) = 41DDh 

A (D) = 44A6h 

Not removing the hoppers, place the motors underneath the hoppers supports. Read the value in 
the display (B). 

B (A) = 496Fh 

B (B) = 46FCh 

B (C) = 528Ah 

B (D) = 5542h 

Do the average of those values now, lowering a little the same ones. 

(A+B)/2 (A) = 413Bh ⇒  (A+B)/2 (A) = 4000h 

(A+B)/2 (B) = 3EB6h ⇒  (A+B)/2 (B) = 3D00h 

(A+B)/2 (C) = 4AB3h ⇒  (A+B)/2 (C) = 4900h 

(A+B)/2 (D) = 4CF4h ⇒  (A+B)/2 (D) = 4B00h 

3.1.3.2. Other parameters 
 

KX Auxiliary mixing velocity calculation constant of each motor. Value 
altered during the operation. 
Do not modify! 

TMP RST (CCCC) Machine’s initialization Time Out without RESET. 
If the value is 0000, the machine, at turn on or after a current flaw, 
RESETS. The raw material in the inferior hoppers is drained. 
If the value is different from 0000, for instance 0100, the machine, 
at turn on or after a current flaw, it fixes a message in form of a 
question in the display, questioning the operator if a RESET is 
wanted. In case the operator confirms, a RESET is done. In case he 
doesn't confirm it, the message is fixed during 0100x15ms, in other 
words, 1,5sec. Then the machine resumes the normal operation, at 
the point where it was at the time of the interruption. 

BUZ (BB) It can have the value 0 (zero) or different from 0 (zero). 
If the value is 0 (zero) the alarm will always be set in a continuous 
way. 
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If the value is different from 0 (zero) (usually FF) the alarm will 
always be set in an intermittent way (0,6 sec ON and 0,6 sec OFF). 
Note: this alarm is what is available in the alarm socket (X3.14). 

D/C (AA) It can have the value 0 (zero) or different from 0 (zero). 
The display fixes two decimal houses for the percentage of each 
component. 
If this parameter has the value 0 (zero), the percentage of each 
component can be altered to the centesimal. 
If this parameter has a value different from 0 (zero) (usually FF), the 
percentage of each component can be altered to the decimals. 
The number of fixed decimal houses doesn't have any influence in 
the precision of the complete system. 

KXi (CC) It can have the value 0 (zero) or different from 0 (zero).  
If the value is 0 (zero), the auxiliary mixing velocity calculation 
constant of each motor (KX) is initialized with the value of the KX 
AUX parameter, when starting a new or changing the actual recipe. 
If the value is different from 0 (zero) (usually FF), the value of KX 
is only initialized with the value of the KX AUX parameter when 
there is a RESET to the machine. Otherwise, the last value of KX is 
used, when starting a new or changing the actual recipe. 

IamD (BB) Time interval (10 = 1sec) between storage of the each components 
weight value, by the CPU, in mixing. 
Do not modify! 

VpesD HL (AAAA) Minimum weight variation needed, in machine units, in the time 
interval IamD, so that the raw material alarm isn’t set in dosing. 
Do not modify! 

Pmx (CC) If the sum of the present material in the inferior hoppers is inferior 
of 100gr.xPmx, even if the maximum sensor actuates, the machine 
continues the mixing to the end of that cycle. Then, it resumes with 
a new cycle. 

Tinv (BB): Time interval (10d = 1sec), during which the dosing motors invert 
the sense, after the conclusion dosing, in way to pick up the material 
rest that is close to the exit. 
Do not modify! 

Dlim HL (AAAA) When the material in lack in the inferior hopper of each component 
is equal to this value, the dosing motor associated passes to slow 
speed, in way to guarantee a larger precision in the weights. 
Do not modify! 

Thmax HL (BBBB) Maximum time allowed for mixing (10d = 1seg.). 
If after this time as passed the mixing hasn’t ended an alarm is set. 
Do not modify! 

Tfim HL (AAAA) Time interval between the time that all components have a weight 
inferior than Hlim and the beginning of the cleaning (inverted 
motors). 
Do not modify! 
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TmpI (DD) Time interval for initial increase of mixing motors speed (10d = 
1sec). 
Do not modify! 

VmI (CC) The speed of each mixing motor has to be superior to this value. If at 
the end of mixing, the speed of any motor goes inferior to this value, 
in the beginning of the next cycle, the initial speed of that same 
motor starts with this value. 
Do not modify! 

F_ST (BB) It can have the value 0 (zero) or different from 0 (zero). 
When the maximum sensor is set, the machine suspends mixing. 
After the material has drained, the machine is ready to resume 
mixing. 
If this parameter has the value 0 (zero) the machine resumes mixing 
some instants later (programmed in factory). 
If the value is different from 0 (zero) (usually FF) the machine only 
resumes mixing after the minimum sensor is set. 
Do not modify! 

Tvz (AA) Constant, programmable in factory, for definition of the time the 
machine takes to resume mixing. Only applicable if the previous 
parameter is 0 (zero). 
Do not modify! 

Plim (CC) Weight limit for each component in the dosing stage, from which 
the dosing motors stop. When the material in lack in the inferior 
hopper of each component is equal to this value the motors will stop. 
It compensates the material that is falling and has not yet been 
weighed. 
Do not modify! 

Lmp (BB) Time interval (10d = 1sec), during which the mixing motors invert 
the sense, after the conclusion mixing, in way to pick up the material 
rest that is close to the exit. 
Do not modify! 

Hlim HL (AAAA) Components’ weights limit sum, to pass to cleaning phase, in 
mixing. 
Do not modify! 

VDL (CC) If DRV = 1, the slow speed in dosing will be this value. 
Do not modify 

DRV (BB) It can have the value 0 (zero) or different from 0 (zero). 
If this parameter has the value 0 (zero), the machine will use the 
value 19h for the slow speed in dosing. 
If the value is different from 0 (zero) (usually FF), it means that the 
machine uses DMP and the slow speed in dosing will be the value 
introduced in the VDL parameter. 
Não modificar! 

Modo (AA) If this parameter has the value 0 (zero), the machine mixes until it 
reaches the programmed weight (in case of different from zero). In 
this case, the alarm of target reached sounds and the machine stops. 
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(Units: kg) 
If the value is different from 0 (zero) (usually FF), the machine 
works uninterruptedly. On reaching the programmed weight the 
machine sounds an alarm, resets the weight produced and continues 
the mixing. (Units: gr.) 
Do not modify! 

IamH (CC) Time interval between the storages of each component’s weight 
value (10 = 1sec), on the part of CPU, in mixing. 
Do not modify! 

FIL (BB) Auxiliary constant for Kalmann filter. 
Do not modify! 

SV_MN HL (AAAA) Minimum value of the sum of speeds of the dosing motors, for KX 
calculation, nailing or motor damage determination. 
Do not modify! 

COMP_x MAX 
(BBBB) 

Maximum material percentage, that can be programmed in each 
recipe, in each component, being x = A,B,C,D,E,F,G or H. 
 

COMP_x MIN 
(AAAA) 

Minimum material percentage, that can be programmed in each 
recipe, in each component, being x = A,B,C,D,E,F,G or H. 
 

P_MIN_KX (AAAA 
BBBB CCCC DDDD 
EEEE FFFF GGGG 
HHHH) 

Minimum material net weight in each component, in machine units, 
for KX calculation. 
Do not modify! 

DP_MN_KX (AAAA 
BBBB CCCC DDDD 
EEEE FFFF GGGG 
HHHH) 

Minimum material net weight variation in each component, in 
machine units, for KX calculation. 
Do not modify! 

DP_MX_KX (AAAA 
BBBB CCCC DDDD 
EEEE FFFF GGGG 
HHHH) 

Maximum material net weight variation in each component, in 
machine units, for KX calculation. 
Do not modify! 

P_MAX (AAAA 
BBBB CCCC DDDD 
EEEE FFFF GGGG 
HHHH) 

Maximum allowed material net weight in each component, in 
machine units. 
Do not modify! 

DAC_MAX (AAAA 
BBBB CCCC DDDD 
EEEE FFFF GGGG 
HHHH) 

Maximum allowed material gross weight in each component, in 
machine units. 
Do not modify! 

PMAX_LIN (AAAA 
BBBB CCCC DDDD 
EEEE FFFF GGGG 
HHHH) 

If P_MAXs’ value it’s not acceptable, a new value is calculated, 
lower than the previous. 
PMAX_LIN is the inferior limit of that new calculated value. 
If the calculated value is inferior to this parameters’ value, a wrong 
weight alarm is set. 
Do not modify! 
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KX AUX (AAAA 
BBBB CCCC DDDD 
EEEE FFFF GGGG 
HHHH ) 

KXs’ initial value for each component, when a new recipe is 
initiated or the actual it’s altered. 
Do not modify! 

T2x (DD BB) Time during which the step is inverted in the mixing motors, being x 
= A,B,C,D,E,F,G or H. 
Do not modify! 

T1x (CC AA) Time during which the step is inverted in the mixing motors, being x 
= A,B,C,D,E,F,G or H. 
Do not modify! 

 
Note: These last two parameters work together, in way to avoid that the material slides in the 
mixing motors disk, to guarantee a larger precision on mixing. 
 
VMAX (AA) Maximum speed of each motor. 

Do not modify! 
G_x (DD CC BB AA) ADCs’ gain of each component, being x = A,B,C or D. 

Do not modify! 
G_x (HH GG FF EE) ADCs’ gain of each component, being x = E,F,G or H. 

Do not modify! 
TzX (DD CC BB AA) Time during which the feeder x aspirates material, being x = 

A,B,C,D,E or F (TzX * 0,25 sec.). 
NRC (AA) Number of installed feeders controlled by DOSIGRAV . 
TDq (DD) Temporization to turn off motor before restart (TDq * 0,25 sec.). 
LNC (CC) Number of compressed air injections in the cleaning filter. 
LFq (BB) Frequency of filter cleaning (0 = all cycles; n = n cycles without 

cleaning). 
TSB (AA) Temporization before turning off motor (stand-by time) (TSB * 0,25 

sec.). 
LT3 (DD) Time interval between two air injections in cleaning (LT3 * 0,25 

sec.). 
LT2 (CC) Time during which compressed air is injected in cleaning (LT2 * 

0,25 sec.). 
LT1 (BB) Initial temporization in cleaning (LT1 * 0,25 sec.). 
LT0 (AA) Decompression temporization (LT0 * 0,25 sec.). 
TA2 (DD) Minimum necessary time for material detection test (TA2 * 0,25 

sec.). 
TA1 (CC) Maximum time for lack of material test after suction (TA1 * 0,25 

sec.). 
TTR (BB) Start time of the motor in triangle (TTR * 0,25 sec). 
TST (AA) Start time of the motor in star (TST * 0,25 sec.). 

The parameters list is in the annex III and the calibration of load cells list is in the annex IV. 
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3.1.4. Introduction of the parameters 

After having filled out completely the parameters list, as previously described, it will be 
necessary to introduce these parameters in the DOSIGRAV ’s memory.  

Entering in parameterization mode, as previously before described (see "How to enter into 
parameterization mode”), pressing [OK] shows the first parameter, the value of KX of the first 
two installed components (A and B). Pressing [OK], the value of the C and D, E and F, G and H 
components will be shown. 

  KX    XXXXZZZZ   KX    WWWWYYYY   KX    KKKKPPPP   KX    QQQQTTTT 

  B   A XXXXZZZZ   D   C WWWWYYYY   F   E KKKKPPPP   H   G QQQQTTTT 

Note: X, Z, W, Y, K, P, Q and T are the KX values of the components B, A, D, C, F, E, H and G respectively.  

The first line fixes the value presently in memory and the second line fixes the value changed by 
the programmer. This value will only be copied to memory when the key [OK] is pressed. 

Underneath the digit on the left appears the cursor (_). This cursor indicates which digit can be 
changed on that moment. By pressing [MENU] the cursor changes from digit to digit. 

To change the value of the digit, press the [é] or [ê] keys. When the selected digit has the 
intended value, you can pass to another digit, by pressing the [MENU] key. The cursor will move 
forward to the following digit and then be able to be changed. 

If you intend to abandon all the changes and to resume with the value in presently memory, 
pressing [CANCEL] is enough. The changes will be lost and the inferior line will be equal to the 
superior line; the new starting point for the alterations is the value presently in memory. 

When the changes are concluded press [OK] to save the new value in memory (losing the 
previous value definitively) and to pass to the following parameter. If you want to return at the 
beginning of the parameters introduction, press RESET push-button, that is beside the "switch" 
of entering in parameterization mode. 
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4. Operating the DOSIGRAV 

In this chapter, we will describe how to correctly operate your DOSIGRAV  using its command 
panel, either in OPERATOR (OPER) mode or in PROGRAMMING  (PROG) mode. 

It’s only possible to enter into PROGRAMMING  (PROG) mode with a key, assuring that the 
formulation of the recipes is only for authorized personnel. 

When you turn your equipment on, the POWER and STOP leds located on the panel will light 
on and the following message will be displayed: 

 MACHINE RESET ? 

    OK, CANC     

If you confirm the reset by pressing [OK], the ALARM led will blink and an alarm will sound. 
The homogenization motors will turn at maximum speed, during a pre-defined period, cleaning 
any material in the hoppers, thus avoiding any interference with the next recipe.  

The following message will be displayed: 

 !!! RESET !!!   

 PLEASE <CANC>   

By pressing [CANCEL], all alarms will be cancelled and the motors will stop. At this point the 
display will show the main menu, now your DOSIGRAV  is ready to operate. 

ACTUAL REC = XX  

WEIG.=    Y.Y kg 

Main menu 
 
Note: if upon powering on the equipment and after being asked to reset it (message display) you 
don not press any key on the panel, or if you wait for a brief period, the DOSIGRAV  will cancel 
by default the reset and will display the main menu in the panel, thus being ready to be operated. 
In the first line, the actual recipe in production will be displayed and in the second, the total 
weight processed since the last reset. Also available in this line is the weight evolution during the 
OPERation phase. 
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4.1. PROGRAMMING mode (key in PROG position) 

4.1.1. Programming 

Both programming and visualizing recipes is only possible with a supplied key. This way, all 
know--how referring to the composition of the final products is absolutely protected. 

To access any of the pre-programmed recipes, the operator (programmer) has to enter the 
number referring to the required pre-programmed recipe. Any eventual programming errors or 
abnormal situations are detected and showed to the operator.  

The programming, as well as all other commands, can de done through a central computer, 
which also can monitor, acquire and store all actual production data. 

All configurations or modifications to the recipe composition are done in this mode. 

4.1.1.1. Recipe definition 

A recipe is defined by a reference number of two digits (XX) and by the percentage of each 
component installed. The sum of the several components percentage must equal 100%. 

Example 1: Recipe n.º 01 

A=20.00%  B=50.00%  C=25.00%  D= 5.00% 

Example 2: Recipe n.º 50 

B=75.00%  C=20%  D= 5.00% 

4.1.1.2. Recipe identification 

Each recipe is unique and completely identifiable and selected by its reference number. 

4.1.1.3. Recipe status 

A recipe may have two status – ENABLED / DISABLED 

In OPERator mode the recipe can only be accessed if it is ENABLED. 

A recipe can always be accessed in PROGramming mode. 

The recipe status can only be altered when in PROGramming mode. 

When entering in PROGramming mode, the following menu will be displayed: 
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REC= XX ENABLED  

MOD. RECEIPT %è 

First, use [é] or [ê] to select the recipe to change, if different from the presently selected, then 
press [OK] and the following menu will be displayed: 

A=XX.XX B=YY.YY  

C=ZZ.ZZ D=WW.WW  

Therefore, and in accordance with the version acquired (one to four components), A, B, C and D 
will refer to each component installed; and XX.XX, YY.YY, ZZ.ZZ and WW.WW to the 
percentage of material programmed for each component. 

The cursor initially is positioned on the A component, by pressing  [é] or [ê] the percentage 
of each component can be increased or decreased. The same operation is possible for each other 
component; just select each component, pressing [MENU], this way changing from the A to B, C 
and/or D. 

Again, pressing [MENU] the following menu will be displayed: 

E=KK.KK F=PP.PP  

G=QQ.QQ H=TT.TT  

This menu is only accessed if the equipment as 5 or more components. 

Therefore, and in accordance with the version acquired (one to four components), E, F, G and H 
will refer to each component installed; and KK.KK, PP.PP, QQ.QQ and TT.TT to the percentage 
of material programmed for each component. 

The cursor initially is positioned on the E component, by pressing  [é] or [ê] the percentage of 
each component can be increased or decreased. The same operation is possible for each other 
component; just select each component, pressing [MENU], this way changing from the E to F, G 
and/or H. 

After all changes made, you can confirm these, pressing [OK], or should you want to cancel 
these modifications, press [CANCEL]. In both cases, the main menu will be displayed. 

REC= XX ENABLED  

MOD. RECEIPT %è 

Nevertheless, if you choose to press [MENU] instead of confirming or cancelling any 
modification made, you will access the menu were you can enable or disable a recipe. The 
following will be displayed: 
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    ENABLED      

- + MODIFY STATE 

In this menu, is displayed the current recipe status, which can be changed. Just press [é] or [ê] 
to choose between enabling and disabling a recipe. Please note that a disabled recipe cannot be 
selected in OPERator mode. At this point, should you still wish to alter any recipe composition, 
just press again [MENU], this way returning to the previous menu where the percentages of each 
component are displayed, then just follow the previous described instructions. 

Nevertheless, and after confirming the changes made to a recipe, your equipment may display 
one of the following messages: 

 INCORRECT  REC  

  PLEASE  <OK>   

This menu shows that a recipe was incorrectly entered for the sum of all components percentage 
does not equal 100%. A recipe will only be validated when this happens  

ERROR X<   Y.Y%  

    OK, CANC     

This message indicates that the maximal error for component X=Y.Y%. This message will only 
be displayed when the maximum error is >0.5%. If you press [OK], your equipment will store 
the changes and returns to the main menu. If you choose to [CANCEL], your equipment will 
return to the menu where the percentage of each installed component is show, so that these can 
be changed. 

!! IMPOSSIBLE !! 

  DISABLE <OK>   

This message is shown whenever your equipment just has one programmed recipe enabled, 
therefore it is impossible to deactivate the current enabled recipe and thus the recipe nº 1 stays 
enabled. 

 CHANGE  ACTUAL  

 RECEIPT?  <OK>  

This menu indicates that the recipe to be changed is the currently selected recipe in production. 

By pressing [OK], thus confirming the modifications to the recipe, these only will take place in 
the next cycle. 

Should one of the changes made was disabling a recipe, by pressing [OK], the DOSIGRAV will 
instruct you to clean the hoppers pressing [OK]: 
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 CLEAN  HOPPERS  

  PLEASE  <OK>   

4.1.1.4. Delete all stored recipes 

If you press simultaneously [é], [ê] and [MENU] the display will show the following 
message: 

 CLEAR RECEIPTS  

    OK, CANC     

If this is confirmed, all recipes previously programmed and stored will be erased. Nevertheless 
and by default, the DOSIGRAV  will program, store and enable a recipe with 100% of material 
in hopper A, recipe nº 1. 

4.2. OPERATOR mode (key in OPER position) 

After all previously described instructions have been duly made, here is where it will be 
described how to operate your equipment, and in accordance with the recipes stored. 

4.2.1. Selecting a pre-programmed recipe 

To select a recipe the equipment has to be stopped, STOP key will light up. Now you can 
choose a recipe. 

If different from the one currently selected, pressing [é] or [ê] will alternate between the 
currently enabled recipes, as shown in the following menu: 

ACTUAL REC = XX  

 NEXT REC  = YY? 

To confirm the new recipe, recipe YY, press [OK], or [CANCEL] to discard any change made. 

Note: it is possible to access PROGrammation mode at any moment, just turn the key to PROG 
position, so that any new change can be made. Nevertheless and if the equipment is presently 
executing any recipe, these changes will only take place when the next cycle begins. 

4.2.2. Presetting the target weight 

After selecting a recipe to be executed, you must program the total amount of material to be 
processed. Upon reaching the programmed total, the equipment will stop. 

Therefore, you will have to press continuously [MENU] until you reach the following display: 
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TARG.=    X.X kg 

WEIG.=    Y.Y kg 

To modify or program a new target weight, just press [é] or [ê], to increase or decrease the 
target weight, in accordance with your needs. Upon pressing one of these keys, your equipment 
will display the following: 

TARG.=    X.X kg 

          Y.Y kg 

After following these simple steps, you can confirm these alterations, pressing [OK], or 
[CANCEL] these and return to the previous programmed weight. Should you want to maintain 
your equipment always in a closed circuit, you have to program 0.0kg. 

4.2.3. Executing a pre-programmed recipe 

To start executing a recipe, just press [RUN]. This key will light up, as well as the Dosing and 
Mixing leds, in accordance with the cycle the equipment is executing (dosing cycle / mixing 
cycle). 

To suspend (pause) the current process, just press [RUN], you will notice that the light is now 
blinking; this is to inform you that the operation is paused. To resume the recipe execution, just 
press [RUN] again. 

Note: when the mixed material reaches the maximum level and accumulates in the hopper or in 
the material reservoir, the mixing process is suspended and the Mixing led will blink. 

During the process of executing a recipe, it is possible to change the current total programmed 
weight or to reset it, to do this, just press [MENU] until you reach the respective menu, following 
the procedures previously described regarding this matter. 

Please note that new changes made will only take place in the following cycle. 

The program will conclude when the total pre-programmed weight is reached. An alarm will 
sound, the key [ALARM] will blink and the display will show the following message: 

 !!! ALARM  !!!  

 TARGET REACHED  

To cancel these alarms, just press [CANCEL]. 

4.2.4. Stopping the execution of a recipe 

When you wish to stop the execution of a recipe just press [STOP]. 
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This key will blink until the current cycle is finished, because only when this cycle is over the 
requested STOP is granted, stopping the equipment until further instructions. Now, the STOP 
light will light up and on the display will be shown the menu displayed upon the STOP request.  

Note: however, if after the STOP request (led blinks), the [STOP] key is pressed again, the 
equipment will not STOP upon reaching the end of the cycle, and on the contrary, it will resume 
the current selected recipe execution. 

Should you need to STOP immediately the equipment, just press [STOP] for 5 seconds. 

After this, the following menu will be displayed: 

 IMEDIATE  STOP  

    OK, CANC     

 

By pressing [CANCEL] the equipment will continue the process, if you [OK] the equipment will 
ask you to clean the hoppers, displaying the following menu: 

 CLEAN  HOPPERS  

    OK, CANC     

If [OK] is pressed, the equipment will automatically clean the hoppers. Should you [CANCEL] a 
message instructing you to clean the hoppers manually will be displayed: 

 CLEAN  HOPPERS  

 MANUALLY  <OK>  

Please note that upon proceeding to the hoppers cleaning, in automatic mode, pressing 
[RUN/PAUSE] will pause the cleaning process, nevertheless you can resume it, pressing 
[RUN/PAUSE] again. 

4.2.5. [MENU] / COUNTERS 

By pressing successively [MENU] the following menus will be displayed, until menu 1 is 
displayed again: 

4.2.5.1. Menu 1 

ACTUAL REC = XX  

WEIG.=    X.X kg 

Menu displayed in normal status 
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4.2.5.2. Menu 2 

   A =   A.A kg     C =   C.C kg     E =   E.E kg     G =   G.G kg  

   B =   B.B kg     D =   D.D kg     F =   F.F kg     H =   H.H kg  

Note: these four menus alternate in short periods between themselves. These indicate the partial 
weights of each component. 

4.2.5.3. Menu 3 

          X.X kg 

 WEIGHT RESET ?  

In the first line is displayed the total processed weight since the last reset and in the second, you 
are asked whether you would like to reset the total processed weight. 

Should you want to reset the weight, please press [OK] and the following message will be 
displayed: 

  WEIGHT RESET   

    OK, CANC     

At this point you are presented with three options: confirm the reset, cancel the reset or wait 
three seconds, this way the reset will be cancelled automatically. By confirming the reset, the 
partial counters of each component installed will also be reset to zero. 

4.2.5.4. Menu 4 

TARG.=    X.X kg 

WEIG.=    Y.Y kg 

In this display are shown the total programmed weight (TARGET) and the total weight 
processed since the last reset (WEIGHT), or, when the equipment is running a programmed 
recipe, the throughput in kilograms. 

4.2.6. FEDDERS MENU 

In this menu, you can select the feeders that you want to be functioning, as well as putting ON or 
OFF all the feeders simultaneously. 

To access this menu, you will have to press simultaneously the keys [OK] and [MENU]. 

In this, you will access the following menu, and the digit X of GERAL is blinking: 

 GERAL=X A=X B=X 

 C=X D=X E=X F=X 

Note: X = 0 ⇒ OFF 
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        X = 1 ⇒ ON 

Pressing [é] or [ê], you can change the digit X to 0 or 1, being 0 OFF and 1 ON 

So that all the feeders can be selected, it is necessary that GERAL as the value 1. 

To select the feeders that you wish to be functioning, you must press [MENU] until the digit X of 
the desired feeder is blinking. Now, pressing [é] or [ê], you can change the state of the digit 
to 0 or 1, putting the feeder ON or OFF respectively. 

To leave this menu, you must press [CANCEL]. 

4.3. MAINTENANCE mode 

To access this mode, you will have to press simultaneously the keys [é], [ê], [CANCEL] and 
[MENU]. 

To leave this menu, you must press [CANCEL]. 

In this, you will access information such as: model and version of the acquired equipment, 
among others as follows: 

 IBE – DOSIGRAV 
[MENU] 

 CPU – V9.0.1 EN 
 

K A=AAAA  B=BBBB 
[MENU] 

X C=CCCC  D=DDDD 
KX (AAAA...) 

K E=EEEE  F=FFFF 
[MENU] 

X G=GGGG  H=HHHH 
KX (EEEE...) 

MOT   AA  BB  CC 
[MENU] 

SPD   DD  EE  FF 
Motor speed ( XX...) 

  A=AAAA  B=BBBB 
[MENU] 

  C=CCCC  D=DDDD 
Actual weight in each hopper. 

  E=EEEE  F=FFFF 
[MENU] 

  G=GGGG  H=HHHH 
Actual weight in each hopper. 

 DIN=XX STATE=YY 

[MENU] 

 AIN=ZZ TMP=KKKK 
DIN = Internal port status. 

STATE = Software interior status. 

AIN = Analogical input value. 

TMP = Timer until mixing is resumed. 
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4.4. Alarms 

When an alarm is activated, the ALARM led will blink and an alarm will sound. At the same 
time, the display will show a message referring to the alarm. 

Pressing once [ALARM] the alarm is silenced, but the ALARM key continues lighted on. 
Nevertheless, the message that triggered the alarm will continue to be displayed, to clear the 
display you will have to press once again [ALARM], this way rearming the alarm. Following this 
action several operations may occur, the display will show either the main menu or the menu that 
was displayed before the equipment has stopped, the equipment starts its operation again, … 

Usual alarms: 

 !!! ALARM  !!!  
Alarm 1 

LOW MATERIAL = X 
Component X doesn’t have material. 

Fill up with material or check the dosing motor. 

 !!! ALARM  !!!  
Alarm 2 

 MIXING DEF.= X 
Component X motor is damaged, disconnected or the 

material doesn’t exit the weighing hopper. 

 !!! ALARM  !!!  
Alarm 3 

WRONG TARE  =  X 
Lacking weighing hopper or mixing. 

Check if the weighing unit is being disturbed. 

 !!! ALARM  !!!  
Alarm 4 

WRONG WEIGHT = X 
Excessive weight in component X. 

Check if the weighing unit is being disturbed. 

 !!! ALARM  !!!  
Alarm 5 

     EEPROM      
Turn off DOSIGRAV . Wait 1 minute. Turn it on. 

If the problem persists, please contact IBE . 
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5. Technical characteristics 

  
Model up to 4 components Model up to 6 components 

Fig. 7 
 
 

Command rack 

 

 
Fig. 8 

 
 

Power supply: 230VAC (+/- 10%), 50/60Hz. (other values possible on request) 

Electrical consumption: 100W 
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6. Communication protocol DG2.2 

6.1. Serial port configuration (Level 0) 

• 9600 bits per second (bps) 

• 1 start bit 

• 8 data bits (LSB sent first) 

• 1 parity bit (even) 

• 1 stop bit 

• No handshaking 

• RS4851 

Each transmission as the following logical form: 

 

Fig. 9 

6.2. Communication (Level 1) 

The communication is made through messages using ASCII characters exclusively (see ANNEX 
II). 

All messages begin with the character ASCII Xon (#11h), followed by the address of the 
DOSIGRAV  (D)2, request or order, and finish with the character ASCII Xoff (#13h). 

Each message can only be initiated after the previous has finished. 

The DOSIGRAV  works in slave3 mode. 

                                                 
1 Can be connected to a RS232 PC port, for instance, trought a RS232/RS485 conversor. The communication is of half-duplex 
type. 
2 The address D00 is reserved and cannot be given to any other device. 
3 Each time there can be only one master device. Usually a PC that questions in sequence (polling) all devices (CONTGRAV, 
DOSIGRAV, TERLOC  or other) connected to the network. 
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After the reception of each valid message without errors, the DOSIGRAV  answers with its own 
address. This means that it is correctly working. 

The address can be followed by other data, when it has had an explicit request of data. 

A new request can only be made after the DOSIGRAV  has sent the data relative to the previous 
request.  

If the DOSIGRAV  does not answer in the 500 msecs period after the request, means that this 
request was not correctly received or, either the DOSIGRAV  or the RS485 connection serial 
may be turned off.  

Each message is formed by commands (an ASCII character) eventually followed by a fixed 
length group of ASCII characters (0 .. 9, A .. F) which represents a numeric value in 
hexadecimal base. 

The commands that do not contain any numeric value are just formed by an ASCII character. 

6.3. Communication IBEBUS è DOSIGRAV – Commands 

Command Argument Description 

Xon D 4 Message (frame) start and address of the DOSIGRAV  

I / U 5  Start of a recipe, or⇒ paUse 

Q 6  Stop reQuest (toggle) 

p  Immediate stop (0=without lower hoppers cleaning, 1=with cleaning) 

R  Weight counters Reset 

c 7  Acceptance/alarm recognition 

G  Erase all recipes 

P 8  Target weight - max. 40.000 kg. (units: kg. in hex. base) 

M  

 9 

Change the nuMber of the current recipe 

New recipe number (between 1 and 50d) 

                                                 
4 Each  corresponds to a hexadecimal digit (nibble). The most significative digit is sent first. 
5 "I" are "U" are self-excluding. 
6 Each "Q" command (stop request) toggles between stop request and normal status. 
7 In case of two phases alarms (see annexes) it’s necessary to send the command "c" twice to rearm the alarms. The first 
command recognizes the alarm, turning off the sound alarm in DOSIGRAV . The second command rearms the alarm detection. 
The alarms corresponding to malfunctions cannot be disarmed by software (in this case the service should be contacted). 
8 The value of the programmed weight is sent in kg. 
9 If the recipe number does not correspond to an enabled recipe, the command is ignored. 
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 Introduce new  recipe / change recipe 

 Recipe number 

 Recipe status (0 = disabled, 1 = enabled) 

 % off component A 

 % off component B 

 % off component C (from 3 to 8 components equipment) 

 % off component D (from 4 to 8 components equipment) 

 % off component E (from 5 to 8 components equipment) 

 % off component F (from 6 to 8 components equipment) 

 % off component G (from 7 to 8 components equipment) 

O 10 

 % off component H (8 components equipment) 

S 11  Data request in base mode 

N  Data request in extended mode 

L  Read a recipe, where  = recipe number 

T  Read all recipes 

Xoff  Message (frame) end 

Note: A message that doesn’t contain S, N, L or T, will receive the following answer: 
XonDXoff, where  = address of the device. 

Example 1: 

Message Description 

XonD01QXoff 
DOSIGRAV  nº 01; 

Stop request. 

 

Example 2: 

Message Description 

XonD05RP0064SXoff 

DOSIGRAV  n.º 05; 

Weight counters reset request; 

Changing the programmed weight to 100 kg; 

Request the DOSIGRAV  to send data in base mode. 

                                                 
10 The percentage value of a recipe may range from 00000 to 10000d, corresponding to values between 0,0% and 100,0%. For 
instance, if you choose 23,4%, you must send 2340d = 0924h. The sum of the percentages must equal 100,0%. The number of 
arguments in this command changes according to the number of installed components in the DOSIGRAV . 
11 "S", "N", "L" and "T" commands are mutually exclusive. 
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The answer to this message will indicate the effect of the reset “R” and the change of the 
programmed weight "P0064"12, this because the data request “S” appears only after the other 
requests. 

Generally, the effect of a command will only be resent by the DOSIGRAV  on the 
communication following the one where the commands were sent. This applies to the cases 
where data is requested in the same message where the command is sent. 

Exception: the commands “R” (weight counter reset) and "P" (programmed weight 
change) will have effect on the answer relative to the message where the command is sent, in 
those cases where one of the commands "S", "N", "L" or "T" is located after the command "R" 
or "P" within the same message. 

6.4. Communication DOSIGRAV è IBEBUS - Commands 

The DOSIGRAV  only sends data after a correct reception of a message that contains one of the 
following commands “S”, “N”, “L” or “T”. Please note that these four commands are self-
excluding. 

Any command will only be executed after a complete and correct reception (valid) of a message. 
The reception is interrupted when a parity error or a reception of a non-valid command or value 
(argument) occurs. Only a new message (beginning with Xon) will activate again the reception. 

6.4.1. Base mode 

The base mode has the necessary information to monitor the DOSIGRAV  and it is composed 
by a 36 bytes message, as the following: 

                                                 
12 If P > 40000d (9C40h), the DOSIGRAV  will change it to 40000d. Pay attention: if there is a data request in the same 

message (just after the command "P") that answer will indicate the sent value. All following answers will send the value 
4000d. 
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Command Argument Description 

Xon D Message (frame) start and address of the DOSIGRAV  

 Encoded event + status + encoded status 

 Event code. Consult chapter 6.8. 

 
1 ⇒ run; 2 ⇒ pause; 3 ⇒ stop; 5 ⇒ run + immediate stop; 

6 ⇒ pause + immediate stop 

e 

 Internal code status (reserved to maintenance) 

o 13  Current total produced weight 

 Actual partial produced weights: 

 Weight off component A 

 Weight off component B 

 Weight off component C (from 3 to 8 components equipment) 

 Weight off component D (from 4 to 8 components equipment) 

 Weight off component E (from 5 to 8 components equipment) 

 Weight off component F (from 6 to 8 components equipment) 

 Weight off component G (from 7 to 8 components equipment) 

i 14 

 Weight off component H (8 components equipment) 

X  Alarm code + load cell that set off the alarm. Consult chapter 6.8. 

Xoff  Message (frame) end 

Example of an answer sent by the DOSIGRAV : 

XonD01e00102o003B9Ci001DCE0011E2000BECX00Xoff 

This message is an answer to a data request, in base mode, made to the DOSIGRAV  with the 
address 01. This DOSIGRAV  has three components. 

The event code is 00 (without events); the equipment is in operation (run); the status code is 02; 
the total produced weight is 100 kg; the partial weights of A, B and C (three comp. equipment) 
are 50, 30 and 20 kg; no alarms are active. 

                                                 
13 To convert the given argument in kg., this argument has to be converted into decimal base, multiplied by 65.535d and then 
divided by 10.000.000d. 

Example:  = 0035A5h = 13.733d; product total weight = 13.733 x (65.535 / 10.000.000) = 89,99 kg. 

14 The same has to be done (as in command “o”), to obtain the partial weights. The number of arguments of this command 
changes according with the number of installed components in the DOSIGRAV. 
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6.4.2. Extended mode 

The extended mode is composed by the information in base mode (without Xoff) followed by the 
following information: 

Command Argument Description 

m  Actual recipe nuMber. Recipe selected for production. 

a 15  Changed recipe number. Recipe that had its content changed. 

p  Target weight. 

q 16  Previous produced weight. 

 Previous partial weights: 

 Weight off component A 

 Weight off component B 

 Weight off component C (from 3 to 8 components equipment) 

 Weight off component D (from 4 to 8 components equipment) 

 Weight off component E (from 5 to 8 components equipment) 

 Weight off component F (from 6 to 8 components equipment) 

 Weight off component G (from 7 to 8 components equipment) 

r 

 Weight off component H (8 components equipment) 

Xoff  Message (frame) end 

Example of an answer sent by the DOSIGRAV  (extended mode): 

XonD01e00102o003B9Ci001DCE0011E2000BECX00m01a00p00C8q005969r003B9
B0017D80005F6Xoff. 

                                                 
15 This information is only sent once after changing the percentages of a recipe. If there is no change in any recipe since the last 
consult, the argument of this command will be 00. If there was a change in two or more recipes since the last transmission, the 
argument will be FFh. 
16 The previous weights correspond to the status of the weight counters before the last weight reset. This value will be stored until 
the next reset. The previous weights values are obtained in the same way as the total produced weight was obtained, in base 
mode. The number of arguments of the command “r” changes according with the number of installed components. 
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6.5. Reading a recipe 

The answer to a data request relative to a recipe, which is made using the command "L", is 
composed by the extended mode (without the Xoff) plus the data referent to this same recipe. 

Command Argument Description 

 Read a recipe 

 Number of the read recipe 

 Recipe status (0 - disabled, 1 – enabled) 

 % off component A 

 % off component B 

 % off component C (from 3 to 8 components equipment) 

 % off component D (from 4 to 8 components equipment) 

 % off component E (from 5 to 8 components equipment) 

 % off component F (from 6 to 8 components equipment) 

 % off component G (from 7 to 8 components equipment) 

L 17 

 % off component H (8 components equipment) 

Xoff 
 Message end 

Example of an answer sent by the DOSIGRAV : 

XonD01e00102o003B9Ci001DCE0011E2000BECX00m01a00p00C8q005969r003B9
B0017D80005F6l01113880BB807D0Xoff 

Aside the information of the example shown in extended mode, we know that the recipe nº 1 is 
enabled and the percentage of components A, B and C is 50, 30 and 20%. 

6.6. Reading all recipes 

The answer to the data request regarding all recipes, made with the command “T”, is composed 
by the extended mode (without the Xoff) plus the command “t” and all data relative to all 
existing recipes in the DOSIGRAV . 

                                                 
17 The percentage value of a recipe may change between 00000 and 10000d, corresponding to values between 0,00% and 
100,00%. For instance: for 23,40% you have to send 2340d=0924h. The sum of the percentages must equal 100,00%. The number 
of arguments of this command changes according with the number of installed components. 
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Example of an answer sent by the DOSIGRAV: 

XonD01e00102o003B9Bi001DCE0011E2000BECX00m01a00p00C8q003B9Br001DC
E0011E2000BECt01113880BB807D0t02............................t320000000000000Xoff 

6.7. Physical level 

To implement a network just use a RS485 cable with an interlaced pair of conductors plus screen 
with an impedance of 120Ω. 

The connection uses a female DIN 9 pin, connected as follows: 

• pin 1 → DATA + 

• pin 9 → DATA - 

• pin 5 → SHIELD 

Note: pins 6 and 7 are reserved (pin 7 = +24VDC and pin 6 = GND).  

                                                 
18 The command "t" is placed before each recipe number. The number of arguments of this command changes according with the 
installed number of components. The total number of recipe is 50d (32h). 

Command Argument Description 

 Read all recipes 

 Number of the read recipe 

 Recipe status (0 - disabled, 1 – enabled) 

 % off component A 

 % off component B 

 % off component C (from 3 to 8 components equipment) 

 % off component D (from 4 to 8 components equipment) 

 % off component E (from 5 to 8 components equipment) 

 % off component F (from 6 to 8 components equipment) 

 % off component G (from 7 to 8 components equipment) 

t 18 

 % off component H (8 components equipment) 

Xoff  Message end 
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6.8. Code tables 

The following table explains the meaning of each event code bit: 

BIT 7 not used 

BIT 6 not used 

BIT 5 recipe percentage change 

BIT 4 current recipe number change 

BIT 3 target weight change 

BIT 2 weight counters reset 

BIT 1 stop request 

BIT 0 power reset 

Every bits described correspond to an event, with the exception of the Stop Request (bit 1), 
which corresponds to a status. 

To recognize an event through a communication, is the same as asking the equipment for the 
extended mode, which will set to zero the previously mentioned bit. 

The event is sent only once. 

The following table describes each alarm code meaning: 

Alarm code Description 

00 No alarms 

1x Wrong tare in hopper x - phase 1 

2x Wrong tare in hopper x - phase 2 

3x Wrong weight in hopper x - phase 1 

4x Wrong weight in hopper x - phase 2 

5x Low material level in hopper x - phase 1 

6x Low material level in hopper x - phase 2 

7x Motor failure in hopper x - phase 1 

8x Motor failure in hopper x - phase 2 

D0 Mixing error - phase 1 

D1 Mixing error - phase 2 

E0 ADC failure 

E1 EEPROM failure 

E2 Motor command failure 

E3 Power supply failure 
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F0 Target weight concluded 

FF Power reset 

Note: x may refer to A, B, C, D, E, F, G or H. 
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7. Troubleshooting 

This part helps to isolate a certain problem or equipment malfunction. 

If this is not enough or in case of any other failure or malfunction, please contact IBE . 

7.1. “POWER SUPPLY” “FAILURE” 

Please check whether the power supply cable has 230VAC (±10%), 50/60Hz. Please correct 
accordingly. 

7.2. DOSIGRAV DOESN’T CONNECT 

Please check whether the power supply cable has 230VAC (±10%), 50/60Hz. Please correct 
accordingly. 

Please verify whether the input fuse is burnt. Please substitute by a T1A fuse. 

Verify if the LEDs of the ALIM pcb are all on.  

Verify if the LEDs of the motor drives pcbs are all on.  

7.3. INTERFACE TURNED OFF 

Please check if the interface cable is connected and/or damaged. If damaged, please substitute. 

7.4. FILLING HOPPER FULL AND MIXING CONTINUES 

Verify if the indicative led of the capacity capacitive (maximum) it turns on when in proximity. 

• If not, verify if there is material and the 24V and then substitute. 

• If it works, verify voltage on the exit terminals. Substitute in case of damaged. 
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7.5. FILLING HOPPER EMPTY AND MIXING IS STOPPED 

Verify if the indicative led of the capacity capacitive (maximum) it turns on when in proximity. 

• If not, verify if there is material and the 24V and then substitute. 

• If it works, verify voltage on the exit terminals. Substitute in case of damaged. 

7.6.  “!!! ALARM !!!” “MATERIAL LOW = X” 

Real lack of material. Add material.  

Guillotine of the superior hopper is closed. Open guillotine.  

DOSING motor isn’t connected. Connect it properly.  

DOSING motor is stuck. Clean it and verify if motor works manually.  

Please, verify if under the load cell there is material or garbage that it stops normal operation. 
Clean regularly.  

Motor or control of the DOSING motor is damaged:  

- Verify if motor works manually. 

- Verify electrical connection. 

- Verify if any other motor works. Substitute. 

Load cell damaged or forced. 

- Change the display to MAINTENANCE MODE and verify if pressing the load 
cell the value of the weight is altered. 

IMPORTANT – Maintain the load cells clean. 

7.7. MOTOR DOESN’T WORK IN MANUAL 

Verify if the electrical connection is in good condition.  

Verify if with another motor works. Substitute. 
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7.8.  “!!! ALARM !!!” “TARGET REACHED” 

RESET the WEIGHT or alter the TARGET weight (programmed). 

7.9.  “!!! ALARM !!!” “MIXING DEF.  = X” 

Electrical connection of the MIXING motor is off. Connect it.  

MIXING motor is stuck. Clean and verify motor functioning.  

Verify under the load cell if exists material or garbage that stops normal operation. Clean 
regularly.  

MIXING motor or its control is damaged: 

- Verify if motor works manually. 

- Verify electrical connection. 

- Verify if any other motor works. Substitute. 

Load cell damaged or forced. 

- Change the display to MAINTENANCE MODE and verify if pressing the load 
cell the value of the weight is altered. 

IMPORTANT – Maintain the load cells clean. 

7.10.  “!!! ALARM !!!” “ADC FAILURE” 

Turn off DOSIGRAV . Wait 1 minute and turn on again.  

Verify if the ADC pcb is well placed.  

Please contact IBE . 

7.11.  “!!! ALARM !!!” “EEPROM” 

Turn off DOSIGRAV . Wait 1 minute and turn on again.  

Please contact IBE . 
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7.12.  “!!! ALARM !!!” “WRONG TARE = X” 

Weight measured is very low: 

- Inferior hopper not installed. Install it. 

- MIXING motor not installed. Install it. 

Verify under the load cell if exists material or garbage that stops normal operation. Clean 
regularly. 

Load cell damaged or forced. 

- Change the display to MAINTENANCE MODE and verify if pressing the load 
cell the value of the weight is altered. 

IMPORTANT – Maintain the load cells clean. 

7.13.  “!!! ALARM !!!” “WRONG WEIGHT = X” 

Measured weight is very high. There is material inside the inferior hopper. Clean it. 

Load cell damaged or forced. 

- Change the display to MAINTENANCE MODE and verify if pressing the load 
cell the value of the weight is altered. 

IMPORTANT – Maintain the load cells clean. 

7.14. OTHER PROBLEM 

Please, contact IBE . 

 

(c) 2004 – 2008 IBE - Indústria de Bens de Equipamento, Lda. 

Rua do Solão, 75 w 4475-240 Gondim - MAIA w PORTUGAL 

( +351 229 871 400 w Fax +351 229 871 409 

e-mail: ibe@ibe.pt w www.ibe.pt 
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8. ANNEX I – Correspondence table between 
decimal, hexadecimal and binary bases 

Decimal Hexadecimal Binary 

0d 0h 0000b 

1d 1h 0001b 

2d 2h 0010b 

3d 3h 0011b 

4d 4h 0100b 

5d 5h 0101b 

6d 6h 0110b 

7d 7h 0111b 

8d 8h 1000b 

9d 9h 1001b 

10d Ah 1010b 

11d Bh 1011b 

12d Ch 1100b 

13d Dh 1101b 

14d Eh 1110b 

15d Fh 1111b 
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9. ANNEX II – ASCII code table 

CODE CHARACTER CODE CHARACTER CODE CHARACTER CODE CHARACTER 

0h NUL 20h ' ' 40h '@' 60h '`' 
1h SOH 21h '!' 41h 'A' 61h 'a' 
2h STX 22h '"' 42h 'B' 62h 'b' 
3h ETX 23h '#' 43h 'C' 63h 'c' 
4h EOT 24h '$' 44h 'D' 64h 'd' 
5h ENQ 25h '%' 45h 'E' 65h 'e' 
6h ACK 26h '&' 46h 'F' 66h 'f' 
7h BEL 27h ''' 47h 'G' 67h 'g' 
8h BS 28h '(' 48h 'H' 68h 'h' 
9h HT (TAB) 29h ')' 49h 'I' 69h 'i' 

0Ah LF 2Ah '*' 4Ah 'J' 6Ah 'j' 
0Bh VT 2Bh '+' 4Bh 'K' 6Bh 'k' 
0Ch FF 2Ch ',' 4Ch 'L' 6Ch 'l' 
0Dh CR 2Dh '-' 4Dh 'M' 6Dh 'm' 
0Eh SO 2Eh '.' 4Eh 'N' 6Eh 'n' 
0Fh SI 2Fh '/' 4Fh 'O' 6Fh 'o' 
10h DLE 30h '0' 50h 'P' 70h 'p' 
11h DC1 (X-ON) 31h '1' 51h 'Q' 71h 'q' 
12h DC2 (TAPE) 32h '2' 52h 'R' 72h 'r' 
13h DC3 (X-OFF) 33h '3' 53h 'S' 73h 's' 
14h DC4 (TAPE) 34h '4' 54h 'T' 74h 't' 
15h NAK 35h '5' 55h 'U' 75h 'u' 
16h SYN 36h '6' 56h 'V' 76h 'v' 
17h ETB 37h '7' 57h 'W' 77h 'w' 
18h CAN 38h '8' 58h 'X' 78h 'x' 
19h EM 39h '9' 59h 'Y' 79h 'y' 
1Ah SUB 3Ah ':' 5Ah 'Z' 7Ah 'z' 
1Bh ESC 3Bh ';' 5Bh '[' 7Bh '{' 
1Ch FS 3Ch '<' 5Ch '¥' 7Ch '|' 
1Dh GS 3Dh '=' 5Dh ']' 7Dh '}' 
1Eh RS 3Eh '>' 5Eh '^' 7Eh '→' 
1Fh US 3Fh '?' 5Fh '_' 7Fh '←' 
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10. ANNEX III – DOSIGRAV’s parameters list 

Display Position  X Description 
  KX B B B B A A A A B COMP_B VEL_HOMOG (mixing speed) auxiliary constant calculation 

  B   A - - - - - - - - A COMP_A VEL_HOMOG (mixing speed) auxiliary constant calculation 

  KX D D D D C C C C D COMP_D VEL_HOMOG (mixing speed) auxiliary constant calculation 

  D   C  - - - - - - - - C COMP_C VEL_HOMOG (mixing speed) auxiliary constant calculation 

  KX F F F F E E E E F COMP_F VEL_HOMOG (mixing speed) auxiliary constant calculation 

  F   E  - - - - - - - - E COMP_E VEL_HOMOG (mixing speed) auxiliary constant calculation 

  KX H H H H G G G G H COMP_H VEL_HOMOG (mixing speed) auxiliary constant calculation 

  H   G  - - - - - - - - G COMP_G VEL_HOMOG (mixing speed) auxiliary constant calculation 
TMP RST C C C C B B A A C Time Out for initialization without RESET (15ms* TEMP RST) 

BUZ D/C 0 1 0 0 F F F F B = 1 intermittent alarm; = 0 continuous alarm 

                  A = 1 display 0,01; = 0 display 0,1 
KXi IamD C C B B A A A A C = 0, normal functioning; = 1 KX equal to all recipes 

VpesD HL F F 1 5 0 0 0 F B Time interval between weight storage in dosing (10 int. => 1 s) 

                  A Minimum weight variation (MU) for low material detection (dosing) 
Pmx Tinv C C B B A A A A C Net weight limit - MAX_MAT not used (100gr * Pmx) 

Dlim HL 0 A 0 0 0 2 0 0 B Dosing inversion time (10d => 1 s) 

                  A Weight limit (MU) for low speed in dosing 
Thmax HL B B B B A A A A B Maximum mixing time allowed (10d => 1s) 

Tfim HL 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 8 A Mixing end time delay - all net weight < Hlim (10d => 1 s) 
TmpI VmI D D C C B B A A D Time for VEL_HOMOG (mixing speed) initial increase (10d => 1 s) 

F_ST Tvz 0 6 6 0 0 0 0 1 C Minimum speed to increase VEL_HOMOG (mixing speed) 

                 B =1 => MAT_MIN test;  =0 => Temporization test 

                  A Temporization after MAT_MAX (if B = 0) Time = [A * ADDAT * 0.1 s] 
Plim Lmp C C B B A A A A C Peso limite para parar motores na dosagem 

Hlim HL 0 0 0 6 0 0 2 5   WEIGHT(UM) = WEIGHT(0,1mg) / K_PESO 

         B Cleaning time – inverted motors (mixing) (10d => 1s) 

                  A Weight limit (all comp.) to pass to cleaning phase in mixing 

---  VDL D D C C B B A A D Reserved 

DRV  Modo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C Slow speed on dosing if DRV = 1; else = 19H 

                 B DRV = 0 MOT_DRV; DRV = 1 DMP 

                  A = 0 => Continuous mode; = 1 => Batch mode 
IamH FIL C C B B A A A A C Time interval between weight storage (mixing) (10 int. => 1 s) 

SV_MN HL 0 A 0 5 0 0 7 8 B KX constant filter 

                  A Minimum speeds for KX calculation and motor failure determination (mix.) 
COMP_A B B B B A A A A B COMP_A maximum percentage 

MAX MIN 2 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 A COMP_A minimum percentage (Ex: 100% => 10000d = 2710h ) 
COMP_B B B B B A A A A B COMP_B maximum percentage 

MAX MIN 2 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 A COMP_B minimum percentage 
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COMP_C B B B B A A A A B COMP_C maximum percentage 

MAX MIN 2 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 A COMP_C minimum percentage 
COMP_D B B B B A A A A B COMP_D maximum percentage 

MAX MIN 2 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 A COMP_D minimum percentage 
COMP_E B B B B A A A A B COMP_E maximum percentage 

MAX MIN 2 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 A COMP_E minimum percentage 
COMP_F B B B B A A A A B COMP_F maximum percentage 

MAX MIN 2 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 A COMP_F minimum percentage 
COMP_G B B B B A A A A B COMP_G maximum percentage 

MAX MIN 2 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 A COMP_G minimum percentage 
COMP_H B B B B A A A A B COMP_H maximum percentage 

MAX MIN 2 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 A COMP_H maximum percentage 
P_MIN_KX B B B B A A A A B COMP_B minimum net weight (MU) for KX calculation 

 B     A 0 0 5 0 0 0 A 0 A COMP_A minimum net weight (MU) for KX calculation 
P_MIN_KX D D D D C C C C D COMP_D minimum net weight (MU) for KX calculation 

 D     C 0 0 5 0 0 0 5 0 C COMP_C minimum net weight (MU) for KX calculation 
P_MIN_KX F F F F E E E E F COMP_F minimum net weight (MU) for KX calculation 

 F     E 0 0 5 0 0 0 5 0 E COMP_E minimum net weight (MU) for KX calculation 
P_MIN_KX H H H H G G G G H COMP_H minimum net weight (MU) for KX calculation 

 H     G 0 0 5 0 0 0 5 0 G COMP_G minimum net weight (MU) for KX calculation 
DP_MN_KX B B B B A A A A B COMP_B minimum net weight variation (MU) for KX calculation 

 B     A 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 5 A COMP_A minimum net weight variation (MU) for KX calculation 
DP_MN_KX D D D D C C C C D COMP_D minimum net weight variation (MU) for KX calculation 

 D     C 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 C COMP_C minimum net weight variation (MU) for KX calculation 
DP_MN_KX F F F F E E E E F COMP_F minimum net weight variation (MU) for KX calculation 

 F     E 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 E COMP_E minimum net weight variation (MU) for KX calculation 
DP_MN_KX H H H H G G G G H COMP_H minimum net weight variation (MU) for KX calculation 

 H     G 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 G COMP_G minimum net weight variation (MU) for KX calculation 
DP_MX_KX B B B B A A A A B COMP_B maximum net weight variation (MU) for KX calculation 

 B     A 1 B 5 8 3 6 B 0 A COMP_A maximum net weight variation (MU) for KX calculation 
DP_MX_KX D D D D C C C C D COMP_D maximum net weight variation (MU) for KX calculation 

 D     C 1 B 5 8 1 B 5 8 C COMP_C maximum net weight variation (MU) for KX calculation 
DP_MX_KX F F F F E E E E F COMP_F maximum net weight variation (MU) for KX calculation 

 F     E 1 B 5 8 1 B 5 8 E COMP_E maximum net weight variation (MU) for KX calculation 
DP_MX_KX H H H H G G G G H COMP_H maximum net weight variation (MU) for KX calculation 

 H     G 1 B 5 8 1 B 5 8 G COMP_G maximum net weight variation (MU) for KX calculation 
K_PESO B B B B A A A A B COMP_B weight calibration 

 B     A 0 A 1 C 0 A 2 A A COMP_A weight calibration 
K_PESO D D D D C C C C D COMP_D weight calibration 

 D     C 0 A 0 F 0 A 0 C C COMP_C weight calibration 
K_PESO F F F F E E E E F COMP_F weight calibration 

 F     E 0 6 D 7 0 6 D 8 E COMP_E weight calibration 
K_PESO H H H H G G G G H COMP_H weight calibration 
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 H     G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G COMP_G weight calibration 

                    WEIGHT(0.1mg) = WEIGHT(U.M) * K_PESO 
TARAMIN B B B B A A A A B COMP_B minimum tare (MU) 

 B     A 4 8 0 0 4 5 0 0 A COMP_A minimum tare (MU) 
TARAMIN D D D D C C C C D COMP_D minimum tare (MU) 

 D     C 4 5 0 0 4 8 0 0 C COMP_C minimum tare (MU) 
TARAMIN F F F F E E E E F COMP_F minimum tare (MU) 

 F     E 6 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 E COMP_E minimum tare (MU) 
TARAMIN H H H H G G G G H COMP_H minimum tare (MU) 

 H     G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G COMP_G minimum tare (MU) 
 P_MAX B B B B A A A A B COMP_B maximum net weight (MU) 

 B     A 8 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 A COMP_A maximum net weight (MU) 
 P_MAX D D D D C C C C D COMP_D maximum net weight (MU) 

 D     C 8 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 C COMP_C maximum net weight (MU) 
 P_MAX F F F F E E E E F COMP_F maximum net weight (MU) 

 F     E 0 8 0 0 0 8 0 0 E COMP_E maximum net weight (MU) 
 P_MAX H H H H G G G G H COMP_H maximum net weight (MU) 

 H     G 0 8 0 0 0 8 0 0 G COMP_G maximum net weight (MU) 
DAC_MAX B B B B A A A A B COMP_B maximum gross weight (MU) 

 B     A F 8 0 0 F 8 0 0 A COMP_A maximum gross weight (MU) 
DAC_MAX D D D D C C C C D COMP_D maximum gross weight (MU) 

 D     C F 8 0 0 F 8 0 0 C COMP_C maximum gross weight (MU) 
DAC_MAX F F F F E E E E F COMP_F maximum gross weight (MU) 

 F     E F 8 0 0 F 8 0 0 E COMP_E maximum gross weight (MU) 
DAC_MAX H H H H G G G G H COMP_H maximum gross weight (MU) 

 H     G F 8 0 0 F 8 0 0 G COMP_G maximum gross weight (MU) 

                    (DAC_MAX  < = P_MAX + TARA) => ERRO 
PMAX_LIN B B B B A A A A B COMP_B maximum net weight inferior limit (MU) 

 B     A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 A COMP_A maximum net weight inferior limit (MU) 
PMAX_LIN D D D D C C C C D COMP_D maximum net weight inferior limit (MU) 

 D     C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C COMP_C maximum net weight inferior limit (MU) 
PMAX_LIN F F F F E E E E F COMP_F maximum net weight inferior limit (MU) 

 F     E 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E COMP_E maximum net weight inferior limit (MU) 
PMAX_LIN H H H H G G G G H COMP_H maximum net weight inferior limit (MU) 

 H     G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G COMP_G maximum net weight inferior limit (MU) 
KX AUX B B B B A A A A B COMP_B initial KX when changing or starting a new receipt 

 B     A 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 A COMP_A initial KX when changing or starting a new receipt 
KX AUX D D D D C C C C D COMP_D initial KX when changing or starting a new receipt 

 D     C 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 C COMP_C initial KX when changing or starting a new receipt 
KX AUX F F F F E E E E F COMP_F initial KX when changing or starting a new receipt 

 F     E 0 8 0 0 0 8 0 0 E COMP_E initial KX when changing or starting a new receipt 
KX AUX H H H H G G G G H COMP_H initial KX when changing or starting a new receipt 

 H     G 0 8 0 0 0 8 0 0 G COMP_G initial KX when changing or starting a new receipt 
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T2B T1B D D C C B B A A D Time during which step in B motor is inverted 

T2A T1A 0 C 0 C 0 C 0 C C Time to the end of which step in B motor is inverted 

                 B Time during which step in A motor is inverted 

                  A Time to the end of which step in A motor is inverted 

T2D T1D D D C C B B A A D Time during which step in D motor is inverted 

T2C T1C 0 C 0 C 0 C 0 C C Time to the end of which step in D motor is inverted 

                 B Time during which step in C motor is inverted 

                  A Time to the end of which step in C motor is inverted 

T2F T1F D D C C B B A A D Time during which step in F motor is inverted 

T2E T1E 0 C 0 C 0 C 0 C C Time to the end of which step in F motor is inverted 

                 B Time during which step in E motor is inverted 

                  A Time to the end of which step in E motor is inverted 

T2H T1H D D C C B B A A D Time during which step in H motor is inverted 

T2G T1G 0 C 0 C 0 C 0 C C Time to the end of which step in H motor is inverted 

                 B Time during which step in G motor is inverted 

                  A Time to the end of which step in G motor is inverted 

--- --- D D C C B B A A D Reserved 

--- VMAX 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C Reserved 

                 B Reserved 

                  A 0 => 75 rpm; 1 => 85 rpm; 2 => 95 rpm 

G_D G_C D D C C B B A A D COMP_D ADC gain 

G_B G_A 0 6 0 6 0 6 0 6 C COMP_C ADC gain 

                 B COMP_B ADC gain 

                  A COMP_A ADC gain 

G_H G_G H H G G F F E E H COMP_H ADC gain 

G_F G_E 0 6 0 6 0 6 0 6 G COMP_G ADC gain 

                 F COMP_F ADC gain 

                  E COMP_E ADC gain 

                    7 => 128; 6 => 64; 5 => 32; 4 => 16; 3 => 8; 2 => 4; 1 => 2; 0 => 1 
RESERVA D D C C B B A A D Reserved 

  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C Reserved 

                 B Reserved 

                  A Reserved 

TzC TzB D D C C B B A A D Time during which the feeder C aspirates material  (TzC * 0,25seg.) 

TzA NRC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C Time during which the feeder B aspirates material (TzB * 0,25seg.) 

                 B Time during which the feeder A aspirates material (TzA * 0,25seg.) 

                  A Number of installed feeders controlled by DOSIGRAV 

--- TzF D D C C B B A A D Reserved 

TzE TSD 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C Time during which the feeder F aspirates material (TzF * 0,25seg.) 

                 B Time during which the feeder E aspirates material  (TzE * 0,25seg.) 

                  A Time during which the feeder D aspirates material (TzD * 0,25seg.) 

TDq LNC D D C C B B A A D Temporization to turn off motor before restart (TDq * 0,25seg.) 

LFq TSB 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C Number of compressed air injections in the cleaning filter 

                 B Frequency of filter cleaning (0 = all cycles; n = n cycles without cleaning) 
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                  A Temporization before turning off motor (stand-by time) (TSB * 0,25seg.) 

LT3 LT2 D D C C B B A A D Time interval between two air injections in cleaning (LT3 * 0,25seg.) 

LT1 LT0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C Time during which compressed air is injected in cleaning (LT2 * 0,25seg.) 

                 B Initial temporization in cleaning (LT1 * 0,25seg.) 

                  A Decompression temporization (LT0 * 0,25seg.) 

TA2 TA1 D D C C B B A A D Minimum necessary time for material detection test (TA2 * 0,25seg.) 

TTR TST 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C Maximum time for lack of material test after suction (TA1 * 0,25seg.) 

                 B Start time of the motor in triangle (TTR * 0,25seg.) 

                  A Start time of the motor in star (TST * 0,25seg.) 
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11. ANNEX IV – DOSIGRAV’s calibration 

DOSIGRAV – Load cells’ calibration 

Structure:   Date:  

  
Comp. 

A 
Comp. 

B 
Comp. 

C 
Comp. 

D 
Comp. 

E 
Comp. 

F 
Comp. 

G 
Comp. 

H 

Serial Number         
Load Cell Type         

A (Motor + Hopper)         
B (Hopper)         

C1 (Tare 1)         
D1 (Weight)         

D1-C1         
C2 (Tare 2)         
D2 (Weight)         

D2-C2         
Weight         

TARE [0.5(A+B)]         
KP1 (Weight/(D1-C1))         
KP2 (Weight/(D2-C2))         
KP (0.5(KP1+KP2))         
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